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∎∎ RECYCLING SOCIETY AND THE THREE ‘Rs’ ∎∎
We are facing several problems today regarding the environment. Some problems are pollution, environmental
destruction, and shortage of land which are the result of illegal dumping, mass production, and consumption.
To try and solve these problems we are moving towards change in our city to become more environmentally
friendly.
We call this a ‘recycling society’.
To become a recycling society, we have to strive to use our resources as much as possible while also wanting to
minimizing waste by recycling and reusing.
We have to pass this world onto the next generations; thus, we should aim to give them a better world. We can’t
achieve this goal without the effort of all the citizens in our city.
Let’s all practice the three ‘Rs’ in order to build and sustain a recycling society.

FIRST, REDUCE – CONTROL WASTE TO MINIMUM
Have you ever bought something excessively, or have you ever left your food unfinished?
Think out to reduce garbage. Try to reduce wastes as much as possible.
The first thing you should work on in the three ‘Rs’.
·Bring your own bag for shopping, don't buy or get plastic bags provided by a supermarket.
·Purchase the appropriate volume of food.
·Select merchandise which is easily wrapped.
·Avoid disposable goods.
·Think out if it is essential or not before purchase.

SECOND, REUSE – USE SOMETHING REPEATEDLY WITH CARE
Have you ever disposed of something such as furniture or clothes which are still usable or wearable?
Use things carefully and repeatedly with a ‘mottainai’ spirit.
The second thing you should work on in the three ‘Rs’.
·Sell the discardable articles to a recycle shop or put them up for sale in a flea-market.
·Make use of a recycle shop or flea-market when you plan to purchase something.
·Reuse old clothing through reform or remake.
·Use a refillable product.

FINALLY, RECYCLE – RECYCLE AND CLASSIFY WASTE AFTER USE

RECYCLING

No matter how hard we try it or even if we use it for a long time, there is a tendency for waste to accumulate.
Separate them properly so that they can be reused as resources.
The third thing you should work on in the three ‘Rs’.
·Reuse garbage, fallen leaves and pruned branches as compost in home gardens.
·Identify and classify waste between recyclable and non-recyclable.
·Try to purchase recycled products.

∎∎ CLASSIFICATION OF WASTE ∎∎
１．Waste from Household
Classification

① Burnable Waste
② Paper boxes,
Magazines, Books
and Other Papers,
Flyers

Ways to Dispose
Commercially available
transparent or semitransparent plastic bags
(About 45 liters)
Bundle with plastic string
crosswise or put in paper
bags with bundling or close
the opening

Frequency of
Collection

Notes

Twice A Week

Every Two Weeks

Small paper
wastes should be
put in paper bags

Bundle with plastic string
crosswise

Every Four Weeks

On rainy days,
bundled waste
should be put in
designated bags

④ Cardboard

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

⑤ Paper Cartons
(White inside)

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

⑥ Clothing

Designated Bags (Large,
Medium, Small size)

Every Two Weeks

On rainy days,
don’t bring
clothing to Gomi
Station

⑦ White Food Trays

Same as above

Every Four Weeks

⑧ Plastic Bottles

Same as above

Every Two Weeks

⑨ Empty Cans

Same as above

Every Four Weeks

⑩ Empty Bottles

Designated Bags ( Medium,
Small size)

Same as above

⑪ Non-burnable Waste

Same as above

Same as above

⑫ Toxic Waste

Same as above

Same as above

Recyclable Waste

Papers

③ Newspapers and
Flyers in
Newspapers

Carry directly in to the Clean Center or request pick up service of
oversized waste. Clean Centers; Sano Area – Mikamo Clean Center
Tanuma, Kuzu Area – Kuzu Clean Center
２．Wastes from Business Activities (from companies, offices, agriculture, forestry, independent enterprises, shops and
restaurants, etc.)
*Wastes from business activities can’t be collected at GomiStations.
・Ask licensed waste collectors to dispose the wastes after classifying them into general waste and industrial waste.
・Industrial waste such as plastics wastes, scrap metals, glass wastes should be directly entrusted to Industrial Waste
Collection and Transportation Business License Suppliers. They should be classified as non-disposable in the Clean
Centers.
・Wastes other than industrial waste such as paper wastes and wood wastes ** should be carried directly in to the Clean
Centers or be entrusted to General Waste Collection and Transportation Business License Suppliers.
** According to a category of business, those wastes might be classified as industrial waste.
⑬

Over-sized Waste

∎∎ WAYS TO DIPSPOSE ∎∎
１．To the designated place(GomiStation)
〇Bring your waste to Gomi Station by 8:00 am only on the specified day .
〇Do not leave your waste at night or any day other than specified.
〇Appropriate classification is requested. Waste against the rule will not be collected.
※’Against the rule’ is as follows;
・Inappropriate classification. (A bag for burnable waste contains empty bottles).
・Excessive amount of wastes over regulations.(More than three bags for each item per collection).
・Wrong day or wrong site (A bag for empty cans on a specified day for other category).
・Wrong bag (Empty bottles in a designated large size bag).
・Bottles without being rinsed (Contents left in a bottle).
・Bottles with lids or caps.
・Waste from business activities (This classification of wastes can’t be collected at Gomi Station).
・Oversized waste (Bicycles and furniture can’t be collected at Gomi Station).
・Difficult-to-dispose waste (Some waste can't be disposed of by the city [See below]).
２．Directly to The City Clean Center (For a fee)
Sign up for Mikamo Clean Center or Kuzu Clean Center and get the permit.
Separate wastes and carry to the local centers. Residents in Sano area to the
Mikamo CleanCenter and those in Tanuma or Kuzu area to the Kuzu Clean Center.
(See (13) Oversized Waste).

ITEMS WHICH CAN’T BE DISPOSED OF BY THE CITY CLEAN CENTERS (Main difficult-to-dispose waste)
〇Asbestos products, stones, water heater
〇Home appliances subject to the Home Appliance Recycling Law (air-conditioners ,TVs, refrigerators, freezers,
washing machines, clothes dryer), tiles, gas cylinders, glass fiber products such as insulating material, wood
wastes (over 10cm in thickness or over 50cm in length), construction wastes, concrete, concrete blocks.
〇Industrial wastes, cars, extinguishers, incinerated ash, stainless sinks, sand, plaster
boards, solar equipment.
〇Fireproof Safes, tires, heat insulating material, medical wastes such as injection
needles, weight stones for pickling, soil, ceramic sinks and toilets, drums.
〇Agricultural machines and instruments, agricultural chemicals.
〇Oil waste, motorcycles, explosives, PCs, ignitable items, batteries (for cars), piano,
liquids such as paint, boilers, bowling bowls, pumps.
〇Mattress (with coiled springs), sewing machines (industrial), motors, etc.
※As for disposing the items listed above, please contact directly with
the retailer you purchased the item or City Clean Centers.

BURNABLE WASTE
Put them in commercially available transparent or semi-transparent plastic bags with the size of about
45-litres and bring them to a Gomi Station.
Plastic shopping bags from supermarkets, colored plastic bags and packaging bags can’t be used as an outer bag for
wastes. Plastic products and wood products in the following size should be classified as ‘burnable’.
·The size of plastic products should be smaller than 10cm x 30cm x 50cm.
·The size of wood products should be smaller than 30cm x 50cm x 3cm(in thickness) in Sano area.
·The size of wood products should be smaller than 30cm x 50cm x 10cm(in thickness) in Tanuma or Kuzu area.
·Each household is limited to two bags per collection day.
·An additional two bags per household for fallen or dead leaves and garden wastes can be collected other than usual
burnable waste. (Dry them well before putting in a bag.)
·Even small paper waste, such as shredded paper, should be classified as ‘recyclable wastes’.

Kitchen waste (vegetable or fruit scrap, leftovers,
Eggshells)
Drain the moisture of waste.

Clothing, dirty clothes, underwear

Paper diapers, sanitary items
Flush the filth down the toilet.

Styrofoam for packaging or insulation
Cut into small pieces.

Leather/rubber products such as shoes, bags
and erasers.
Remove large metal fittings.

Wood waste (smaller than 3cm in thickness in
Sano area, 10cm in Tanuma/Kuzu area)
Bundle and put in a bag.

Cut to shorter than 50cm,
Bundle it within 30cm in
diameter

Plastic/wood products
(Plastic containers for ketchup or shampoo,
videotapes, cassette tapes, CDs, DVDs,
disposable chopsticks)

Others
(Aluminum foils, disposable heat pads, insulators)

②PAPER BOXES, MAGAZINES, BOOKS AND OTHER PAPERS, FLYERS
Bundle them with plastic string crosswise or put in paper bags (other than plastic-coated paper bags) and
bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to the amount that can be held with both hands per collection day.
·The following items attached to paper should be removed.
Metal such as clips (excluding small stapler pins), plastics, plastic tape, Scotch tape, fabric packing tape
and parts with adhesives.
·In case of bundling waste, small paper waste should be put in envelopes or paper bags (plastic-coated or water
proof can’t be used) or should be inserted between magazines or books etc.
·In case of using paper bags, bundle paper bags with string or close the opening with paper packing tape
or staples so that they do not scatter.
·Shredded paper waste should be put in envelopes or paper bags in order not to be scattered.
·On rainy days, bundled waste should be put in a designated plastic bag(any size will be accepted) in order
not to get wet.
Close the opening with
stapler.

Small paper waste such as shredded papers should be put in a
paper bag and close the opening.

Bundle papers with
plastic string crosswise

◎ Dispose the following items as ‘burnable waste’, because they should not be classified as ‘recyclable’.
Oiled paper, carbon paper, thermal paper (for fax or word processor), aluminum foil, rice bag, photo,
plastic coated paper, water proof paper, waxed paper such as paper cup and paper plate, etc. and other
specially processed paper.

③NEWSPAPERS AND FLYERS IN NEWSPAPERS
Bundle paper with plastic string crosswise and bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to the amount that can be held with both hands per collection day.
·Flyers other than those inserted in newspapers can’t be put in a bag together.
·On rainy days, bundled paper should be put in a designated bag(any size will be accepted).

Bundle papers with plastic string crosswise

Using a paper bag specifically for newspapers,
Make a cut on the side.

④ CORRUGATED CARDBOARDS
Bundle corrugated cardboards with plastic string crosswise and bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to the amount that can be held with both hands per collection day.
·The following items attached to corrugated cardboards should be removed.
Plastic tape, Scotch tape, fabric packing tape, large metal stapler pins etc.
·On rainy days, bundled cardboard should be put in a designated bag (any size will be accepted).

Bundle paper with plastic string crosswise

⑤ PAPER CARTONS
Bundle paper cartons with plastic string crosswise and bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to the amount that can be held with both hands per collection day.
·Paper cartons to be collected are limited to those for beverage and the inside of them is white.
·Remove the plastic spouts or caps.
·Empty, rinse off, cut out and dry well.
·On rainy days, bundled paper cartons should be put in a designated bag (any size will be accepted).

◎The following paper cartons are classified as burnable waste, not recyclable paper cartons.
The inside of carton is coated with aluminum foil or the inside is colored (excluding white).

⑥ CLOTHING
Put clothing in a designated bag (any size will be accepted) and bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to two bags per collection day.
·Buttons or zippers attached to clothes need not to be removed.
·On rainy days, you shouldn’t bring bags to Gomi Station, wait for the next collection day.
.

⑦ WHITE FOOD TRAYS
Put white food trays in a designated bag (any size will be accepted) and bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to two bags per collection day.
·White food trays to be collected are limited to those in white on both sides with a flat bottom, made of Styrofoam
and those for fish, sashimi, side dishes etc.
·Rinse off, dry well and put them in a designated bag.

◎The following food trays are classified as burnable waste, not as recyclable.
Oil-stained, colored or scorched trays, trays with patterns or partitions, containers for cup noodles or natto, etc.

⑧ PLASTIC BOTTLES
Put plastic bottles in a designated bag (any size will be accepted) and bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to two bags per collection day.
·Plastic bottles to be collected are limited to the following containers with PET mark.
Plastic bottles for beverages/refreshments (coffee, juice, soda etc.).
Plastic bottles for alcoholic beverages (sake, distilled spirits, sweet sake for cooking etc.)
Plastic bottles for seasoning such as soy sauce.
·Remove the lids, caps and plastic labels .
·Leave unremovable things as it is.
·Empty, rinse off and dry well.
·Don’t crush them before putting in a bag.

◎The following Plastic bottles are classified as burnable waste, not as recyclable.
Oil-stained, colored, cut or dirty bottles, Plastic bottles reused as something like craftwork or plastic bottles
for water server.

⑨ EMPTY CANS
Put empty cans in a designated bag (any size will be accepted) and bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to two bags per collection day.
·The following items should be classified into this category.
Empty cans for snacks, for alcoholic beverages including sake and beer, for beverages including Cola and juice,
for tea, powdered milk, pet food etc. (Oil-stained cans included)
·Remove the lids and the measuring spoon.
·Don’t crush the cans.
·There is no need to separate aluminum cans from steel ones.
·Caps of bottle-shaped cans should be removed and disposed of as non-burnable waste.
·Lids for Canned foods should be removed and disposed of as non-burnable waste.

NON-BURNABLE WASTE

Way to dispose of
Canned foods

⑩ EMPTY BOTTLES
Put empty bottles in a designated medium or small bag and bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to two bags per collection day.
·The following items should be classified into this category.
Bottles for instant coffee, seasoned dried seaweed, alcoholic beverages including sake, distilled spiritsand whiskey,
for beverages including cola and juice, for seasoning, liquid medicine, health drink, etc.
(Oil stained bottles included)
·Remove stoppers, lids and caps.
·Empty and rinse off.
·1.8-litre bottles and bottles for beer are recommended to return to liquor shops.

NON-BURNABLE WASTE

⑪ NON-BURNABLE WASTE
Put them in a designated medium or small bag and bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to two bags per collection day.
·The following items should be classified into this category.
Metals, glasses, small home appliances, pottery and the items such as plastic or wooden products
which are not classified as burnable waste.
·The items that cannot fit in the designed bag(medium size) , such as Umbrellas, brooms, canes, long-handled
cleaning tools, baseball bats limited to be within 1 m in length, are sure to be put directly in the bag and tie the
mouth of the bag up.
·Oversize one for a medium-sized bag should be classified as over-sized waste.
·For two items, household vacuum cleaners and fans (less than 75 cm in height), put them in the designated bag
(medium size) as far as they will go and tie the mouth of the bag up.
◎The following items should be classified as oversized waste, not non-burnable.
You are kindly requested to carry them directly into a Clean Center as over-sized waste.
Chairs, stereos, desk-top word processors, gas cookers, desktop portable stoves, fan heaters, child safety seats,
strollers and other items which are too big for a designated bag (medium size).

Metals

Glasses / Pottery and the items
G

Electrical appliances

Plastic or Wooden Products

Oversize one for a medium-sized bag should be classified as over-sized waste.
⑫ TOXIC WASTE
Put them in a designated medium or small bag and bring them to a Gomi Station.
·Each household is limited to two bags per collection day.
·The following items can be put out: fluorescent lamps, light bulbs, spray cans, mobile batteries, electronic devices
with built-in batteries (smartphones, electronic cigarettes, etc.), dry batteries, button batteries, rechargeable
batteries, mercury thermometers, lighters, etc.
·Even straight tube fluorescent lamps which are too long for a designated bag(medium size) should be put in a
designated bag without breaking and tie the mouth of the bag up.
·Fluorescent lamps with paper case can be put in a designated bag as they are.
·Be sure to use up all the content of spray cans and dispose of them without making any holes to the body.
·Be sure to use up gas of the lighters or drain gas from the lighters.

⑬ OVERSIZED WASTE
１.Carry oversized wastes directly in to the City Clean Centers(for a fee).
Sign up for carrying waste directly in to the Centers and get the permit at Mikamo Clean Center or Kuzu
Clean Center. Residents in Sano area to Mikamo Clean Center and those in Tanuma or Kuzu area to Kuzu
Clean Center.
<Sign up> Monday to Saturday
8:30am to 5:15pm (excluding holidays)
<Acceptance> Monday to Saturday 9:00am to 11:50am / 1:00pm to 4:30pm (excluding holidays)
For information on holidays and other business days, check the waste collection calendar, the city
website, or the waste separating application "さんあ～る".
<Handling Charge>220yen per 10kg (including tax)

２.Request pick up service of oversized wastes
Sign up for the pick-up service to Community Services Division, Administration Centers, and Mikamo Clean
Center or Kuzu Clean Center and pay the service charge in advance. Large amounts of oversized wastes from
moving or house cleaning should not be covered. In addition, put out oversized-waste at the front door.
<Sign up> Community Services Division or Administration Centers
Monday to Friday;
8:30am to 5:15pm
Mikamo Clean Center or Kuzu Clean Center
Monday to Saturday 8:30am to 5:15pm
<Pick-up> Sano area;
Every Thursday 1:00pm to 4:00pm
Tanuma /Kuzu area; Every Saturday 1:00pm to 4:00pm
※The waste which is signed up by Tuesday will be picked up on the day specified above.
<Service Charge›
1,650yen/piece for those items with up to 40kg (including tax)
3,300yen/piece for those items with over 40kg (including tax)
※Pick-up service charge and disposal fee included.
３.Request General Waste Collection and Transportation Business License Suppliers (See Backcover) to
dispose oversized waste (for a fee).
※Oversized wastes can’t be brought in to Gomi Station.
※Even dismantled oversized waste can’t be brought in to Gomi Station.
※The items that cannot fit in the designed bag(medium size) , with the exception of umbrellas, brooms, canes,
long-handled cleaning tools, baseball bats, household vacuum cleaners, fans (less than 75 cm in height)
fluorescent lamps, should be classified as oversized waste.

Metals and Other Large-sized Products

Large Furniture

Electrical appliances

Futon or
Floor covering Items

∎∎RECYCLE OF AIR CONDITIONERS, REFRIGERATORS, FREEZERS,
WASHING MACHINES AND CLOTHING DRYING MACHINES∎∎
The items listed in the captioned should be recycled by manufacturers according to the Home Appliance
Recycling Law, not by the city. You are kindly requested to recycle those items as follows;
１. Request Retailers to Recycle
Request the retailers where you purchased the items to recycle them with the payment of recycling fee
(See Table-1) and pick-up service charge (the charge depends on a retailer).
２. Carry in to the designated site with a payment of recycling fee at a post office in advance.
◎You are kindly requested to pay recycling fee at a post office beforehand.
Confirm the name of a manufacturer, the size of screen for TV and the capacity of refrigerators
or freezers. Then pay the recycling fee at a post office (reception center or ATM) and get “Home
Appliance Recycling Ticket”.

① Carry directly in to the designated site.
The designated site; KyoudouRikuun 474-4 SeiwaIwafune-cho Tochigi city
TEL; 0282-28-6320
② Request the city to pick up the items to the designated site.
Carry them in to Mikamo Clean Center or Kuzu Clean Center. It will cost to transport them to
the designated site. (See Table-2)
③ Request the city to pick up and transport the items to the designated site. You are requested to
sign up at Mikamo Clean Center, Community Services Divisions or Administration Centers in
advance. It will cost to pick up and transport the items to the designated site. In addition, put out
target items at the front door.
Table-1 Recycling Fee (including tax)
Items

Cost/Piece (yen)

Air Conditioner

990

Cathode Ray Tube TV, Liquid Crystal Display
TV, Plasma TV
Refrigerators, Freezers

Smaller than 15inches

1,870

Larger than 16inches

2,970

Smaller than 170-litres

3,740

Larger than 171-litres

4,730

Washing Machines, Clothes Dryers

2,530

※On top of recycling fee, bank transfer fee will be charged.
※Recycling fee shown above depends on manufacturers.

Table-2 Pick-up and Transportation Fee (including tax)
Case

Service Fee/Case(yen)

Request the city to pick up waste

1,100

Request the city to pick up and transport waste to the designated site.

2,200

３. Inquiries on Home Appliances Recycling Ticket
[General Incorporated Foundation] Association for Electric Home Appliances - Ticket Center
TEL; 0120-319640 9:00am to 6:00pm excluding Sundays or Holidays FAX; 03-3903-7551

∎∎RECYCLE OF HOME PC∎∎
Unused Home PCs should be collected and recycled by computer makers, not by the city.
Recycle as follows;
１. Applicable PCs (including failed or old PCs)
·Desktop PCs ·Note PCs
·Displays (Liquid Crystal, Cathode Ray Tube)
·Display Integrated PCs (Liquid Crystal, Cathode Ray Tube)
※Standard accessories such as mouse, keyboards, speakers and cables should be recycled together with above
items.
２.

Recycling Fee
Item

Recycling Fee/Piece
(yen) (including tax)

Desktop PCs, Note PCs
Liquid Crystal Displays
Liquid Crystal Display Integrated PCs

4,400

Cathode Ray Tube Displays
Cathode Ray Tube Display Integrated PCs

5,500

※Recycling fee shown above depends on manufacturers.
※Self-made PCs and PCs whose manufacturers withdrew the market should be
collected and recycled for fee by “PC3R Promotion Association”
☆Inquiries☆
(General Incorporated Association) PC3R Promotion Association

PCs with PC
Recycle Mark
will be recycled
for nothing.

∎∎ RECYCLE OF HOUSEHOLD EXTINGUISHERS

∎∎

Waste fire extinguishers should be recycled by [General Incorporated Association] Japan Fire Extinguisher
Manufacture’s Association, not the city.
Recycle as follows;
※Those extinguishers which have been sold since Heisei 22 include the recycling fee in the selling price.
However, the recycling of those extinguishers sold before then need a recycling fee. The Extinguisher
Recycling Sticker is attached to the extinguishers to which the recycling fee is already paid.
１. Carry waste extinguishers in to the designated reception center by yourself.
２. Request the designated reception center to pick up and transport.
⇨※Designated Reception Center;
Ochiai Fire Fighting Co.,Ltd. 525-1 Asanuma-cho Sano city☎22-2119
３.

Utilize U-Pack – Japan Post’s domestic parcel delivery service.
⇨Make a call to U-Pack Call Center to request the service. Need pick-up and recycling fee of

☆Inquiries☆
Extinguisher Recycle Promotion Center
U-Pack Call Center

☎03-5829-6773
☎0120-822-306(for free)

∎∎ SUBSIDIARY SYSTEMS

∎∎

The following subsidiary systems are prepared to promote the reduction and the recycle of waste.
１. Reward System for Group Collection of Recyclable Waste
Incentives are granted to the groups such as neighborhood associations, Ikuseikai (groups for supporting children’s
events and activities) and senior citizen’s clubs when they collect recyclable waste including paper waste, glass
bottles and cans as local volunteer activities and have them take over to recyclable waste collecting vendors.
INCENTIVE = TOTAL WEIGHT COLLECTED (3YEN/KG) + FREQUENCY (2,000YEN AT A TIME, MAX
12 TIMES ANNUALLY)
※To receive incentives, you need to sign up at Mikamo Clean Center as a collecting group in advance.
※After the sign-up, submit “Actual Recyclable Waste Disposal Report and Circular” noticing group collection

Of recyclable waste to Mikamo Clean Center, Community Services Division, Administration Centers or Akami
Branch on each occasion.
２. Subsidy System for the Purchase of Household Garbage Processing Machine
Subsidy will be offered to the purchase of the following;
Items
Garbage Processing Machine
Food Waste Disposer (*1)
Container such as Compost
Container, EM Container,
Cardboard Container

Subsidy
One third of the purchasing Cost

One unit/Household (Max 30,000yen)

Half the purchasing cost

Up to two units/household (max
5,000yen/piece)

(*1) Food Waste Disposer that crush food waste and dispose of it directly are not eligible for subsidies.
◯The following items are excluded from the subsidy system.

·Chip and fermented organic fertilizer other than accessories.
·Discount including point redemption, installation fee, shipping fee etc.
·Office use( Restaurant included)
·The upper limit of subsidy was already offered within five years before the sign-up.
·Tax delinquents.
◯Sign up at Mikamo Clean Center, Kuzu Clean Center, Community Services Divisions, Administration Centers

or Akami Branch within one year of the purchase and bring the receipt showing the purchaser, model of item,
the number of units and cost, seal and purchaser’s passbook.

∎∎

∎∎

FAQ

When you come across a carcass of a dog or a cat….
Contact Mikamo Clean Center(☎23-8153), and specify the location.
When you want to put a carcass of your pet away….
Put in a cardboard box and carry in to Mikamo Clean Center(☎23-8153)
or Kuzu Clean Center r(☎86-4351).

When you want to clean up the waste from residential fires….
Be sure to consult with Mikamo Clean Center(☎23-8153) or
Kuzu Clean Center(☎86-4351) in advance to get the detailed information.
When you witnessed or found illegal dumping….
Report to Mikamo Clean Center(☎23-8153) or Police Station(☎24-0110).
※Required information; Car Registration Number, Time, Location and details of illegal dumping.
※The Penalty; Be sentenced to less than five year penal servitude or imposed a fine of up to 10 million
yen. (Joint imposition of penal servitude and fine will be possible and the attempt should be penalized.)
As for corporation, less than 300 million yen will be imposed.
When you witnessed carrying recyclable waste away….
Consult with Mikamo Clean Center(☎23-8153) and inform of the corresponding Gomi Station, Time, Car
Registration Number and details of carry-away.

When you need to get the information on industrial waste….
Name
Tochigi-ken Sangyo
ShigenJunkanKyoukai

Address
Tochigi Prefectural
Museum FukyuBunkan
3F 4-2-2 Sakura
Utsunomiya city

Telephone

028-612-8016

Note

On Vendor

